
We all dream. Sometimes our dreams are a frustrating continuation of our reality and we want to awaken but are trapped. The dream that we want to hold onto makes us feel 
lighter, happier, subconsciously more aware of ourselves.
As you enter the garden through the steel framed gateway, you experience a soft undulating maze of fabric.  Your sense of direction is challenged and you have to softly push to 
move to the bright space inviting you through to the other side.
Emerging out of the fabric, you enter a garden of lightness - white gravel, white ‘trees’, airy white grasses and low pools that reflect the sky.  Lightness of being overwhelms you.  
The linear moves invite you forward to a nexus of the garden - the point at which you are reflected in the garden but in many fragmented, warping mirrored planes. As you turn to 
go out, your reflection is mirrored more fully in larger pieces of mirror.  You see that you are whole and awake and have the choice to remain in dream or return to reality.
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Deschampsia caespitosa
 (Tufted Hair Grass)

Populus or Betula 
reclaimed fallen trees

6-8’ ht.

6’ faceted mirror wall  (facets smaller towards the 
center of the wall and larger towards the outside)

lacquered white seat wall

low steel reflecting pools

crushed oyster shells
overhead steel frame

white fabric cut at different 
lengths hanging from horizontal 

steel cable grid on frame

lawn on groundplane



waking in dream                                perspectives & elevations

white fabric gateway to dream - linear option

longitudinal section through center of garden

bird’s eye view of garden

Section through center length of project

theta sleep 
wave cycle
-sudden increases in 
brain wave amplitude 
and frequency. The 
sleeper is in light sleep 
and is working their 
way into dream.

delta sleep wave cycle
-our slowest and highest amplitude 
sleep waves and our deepest level of 
sleep. this is the stage of sleep where we 
can sometimes sleep walk or talk.

REM sleep
-if awakened at this stage,  

the sleeper has vivid 
memory of the dream


